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Arriving into Autumn after what can be called a
‘stormy’ Summer we are now finally heading
into a bit of calm. Where topics as Covid, BLM
and Cultural Appropriation have covered our
headlines and have got us massively out of our
comfort zones, it feels autumn will give us the
space to process and gather our thoughts on
all we learned to start to put this into practise.
In this issue we will reflect on
some of these topics, provide
awareness and also look at
new ways of working going
ahead.

Publishing policy
Please email adverts to the editor. Acceptable file formats: print-quality pdfs, high-resolution jpegs and
Word documents. Please note that advertisers are promoted both in print and online. ** From 2020 the
printed version of the magazine will only be in black and white, online will remain in colour.
Advertising rates (incl. VAT)
Half page
Full page
Back cover
Issue
‘Spring’ 2020
‘Summer’ 2020
‘Winter’ 2020

BWY and
Accredited Price
£15
£25
£40

Full Price
£30
£35
£75

Date sent out
February 2020
June 2020
October 2020

Ad deadline
December 31 2019
April 30 2020
August 31 2020

Payment
Payment is by bank transfer. All advertisers will receive an invoice prior to payment request. If you
wish to take advantage of membership rates, the editor will need your BWY number.
Please note: goods or services advertised are not necessarily BWY accredited. Any views expressed
are not necessarily those of the editor or the committee. Advertisements are accepted at the discretion
of the committee, and are included on a first-come, first-served basis as space allows.
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NOTICE BOARD
AGM 2021 update:
Our current understanding is that
for March 2021 a ‘Face to Face’
AGM will be held, unless the
Articles of Association are
amended. This might change to
online due to COVID. Please
follow our FB page and the
website on updates around this
topic.
The Use of Sanskrit by the
BWY In addition to Wendy Jupp’s
Letter in Spectrum (p46) with a
reference to the inconsistency in
articles on the use of IAST
vickie
(International Alphabet of Sanskrit
Transliteration), NamaStE would
like to highlight that we will be
working together with central
office, in reviewing our style guide
and the use of IAST in our articles.
An update on this will follow as
soon as there will be a style guide
in place. To gain some more
understanding
on
Sanskrit
transliteration and how to use
them please visit: www.Sanskrittrikashaivism.com
or
www.lexilogos.com/keyboard/sans
krit_latin.htm

First Aid certification update:
st
Please ensure that as of the 1 of
October 2020 you will have a ‘current’
first aid certificate, as pandemic
th
extensions have expired on the 30 of
September. For more updates on your
First aid certificate please read MGM’s
article on page 10 in this newsletter.
Election Committee Members SE:
Election of the SE Region Officers
takes place annually and are coming
up again. This year, due to relocation
we currently have 2 open positions in
our team for which we invite you to
apply. For more information on the
open positions and the election
please see page 9, 22, and 23.
Applications for the open positions
can be send to Sarah Ann Hallett
(ro@bwysoutheast.org.uk), Election
nomination
forms
should
be
completed and returned to the
Regional Secretary, Gillien Carter, 7
Church Close, Brookwood, Surrey
th
GU24 0AB not later than the 4
January 2021

Grant Scheme Article update (page 5):
Joy has informed us that due to the new
COVID developments the umbrella
centre has delayed their re-opening. For
Joy this means there will be a slight
delay in starting her new adventure, but
she hopes to start her classes in January
2021 once the Umbrella centre is hoping
to fully re-open.

The SE Committee would like
to mention a special thank you
to Rebecca Cluett. Rej has
helped us for several years now
with setting up our Social media
platform Facebook and has
helped manage a great deal for
this behind the scenes. Going
forward Fiona will now be taking
over these tasks, but we would
like to thank Rebecca for all her
help provided!
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BWY SE Grant Scheme
Joy James will be providing inclusive yoga classes at
Whitstable Umbrella Community Centre

We are delighted to inform you
that one of our BWY SE grant
schemes has now been approved
for Joy James and her new weekly
yoga class at Whitstable Umbrella
Community Centre.
The Whitstable Umbrella Community
Centre is a vibrant and inclusive
community resource in the heart of
Whitstable where friendship, support
and opportunity are available to all,
come rain or shine. The Centre is
managed by a group of elected
volunteer
Trustees
who
work
together to ensure the charity is
fulfilling its charitable aims and is
very welcoming to disadvantaged
members of the community.
Joy will here be leading a weekly
inclusive
yoga
class
for
disadvantaged groups; adults with
mental ill health who attend the
Whitstable Umbrella Community
Centre and adults who are unable to
attend other classes locally due to

social and/or economic exclusion.
E.g. other classes are too expensive
or the environment is intimidating.
With the BWY SE grant support Joy
can now start up her classes and
offer a total of 17 classes to groups
up to 10 people per class. Classes
will be donation based, and are
there to support the community with
a low cost class. Feedback from
members of the local community and
staff at the Umbrella Centre
indicates there are many people who
may benefit from yoga who do not
have either the finances or the
confidence to attend a regular class.
The
socio-economic
and
emotional/mental health impact of
Covid-19 has made this more
relevant than ever. We would like to
wish Joy all the best with her new
classes and look forward hearing
from her in our February newsletter!
For more information on the centre:

https://www.umbrellacentre.co.uk
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Girl-Guiding: Online Yoga Summer
course for teenagers
A heart warming read from Priya Karia on her journey with her
teenage daughter, mental health and supporting young girls

My daughter joined our local Girl
Guides group at the age of 10. A
year later, I was asked to lead an
introductory yoga session for the
Rangers division (the next age group
up from my daughter). I had only
recently gained my 500 hour BWY
certification and although actively
teaching adult yoga classes, my
experience with young people was
limited to playing in the playground
as a school lunchtime assistant.
I did my due diligence to prepare a
30 minute introductory session and
on the evening of the class I arrived
with my neatly typed out lesson plan,
breathing and relaxation script. We
started
by
briefly
introducing
ourselves and I checked in to see if
anyone had ever done yoga
previously (only one had, and only
on one occasion). I introduced basic
breathing techniques before coming
into Tadasana and moving through a
basic salutation sequence followed
by Warriors, Trikonasana and
finishing with Vrksasana before lying
down in Savasana.

Whilst I intended to breeze through
the session and expected everyone
to obediently follow my verbal cues
and follow as I led the asana, within
the first five minutes I was acutely
aware that things weren’t going
according to my lesson plan! I enjoy
a challenge, however, I was totally
unprepared to meet the needs of this
age group. But I kept going, feeling a
distinct lack of control and very selfconscious.
Upon
reflection,
it
occurred to me that I had only been
concerned with my own experience
as a teacher and hadn’t fully
evaluated whether I’d met the needs
or expectations of the young
participants – as I said I was newly
qualified, and most of them were
complete beginners. I felt upset and
put off from working with young
people again. I put the episode out
of mind reassuring myself that I had
tried and done my best.
Later in the year, I volunteered with
the Guides group again, and to my
surprise, a number of parents
attending the event asked if I was
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the “yoga lady”? They had heard
about the session and remarked
how much their daughter had
enjoyed it! This comment got me
thinking:
although
seemingly
unengaged at the time, it was clear
to me that the young ladies had
absorbed enough to feedback
positively to their parents. I began to
wonder what would have been going
through their minds, how they may
have been feeling and what
distractions were vying for their
attention. Mental health crossed my
mind but at the time I didn’t know
exactly what that was.
It was only upon witnessing my then
12 year old blossom into a spirited
teenager and move into senior
school that I truly gained first hand
insight into the mind of a teenager:
herd mentality, rapid unexplainable
mood swings, sleep deprivation,
body image anxiety, self harm,
depression and the ever present,
evolving distraction of social media
that Mum just didn’t understand!
I decided to read up on mental
health, join groups, therapy and
attend parenting classes which
helped me gain a much better
understanding of the teenage brain
(and thankfully a wonderful, open
and trusting relationship with my
daughter). Having weathered the
storm with my own teenager, I
continued to volunteer with the
guides and led two more zoom
classes during lockdown. And when,
Helen, the unit leader, asked if I’d
like to contribute a yoga class in the

form of a video for their online
festival... I jumped at the chance!
I wanted this class to be engaging
and fun, especially to the teenagers
that were most likely to view it.
During the planning, I kept asking
my daughter if what I was saying
was making any sense to her. I
asked her to demonstrate the pose
as I verbally cued. I realised that she
should be “on camera” and I should
be instructing. The festival was for
young people and so it made sense
that my daughter featured in the
video. To my surprise, there was no
protest as I suggested this and we
settled on a take where my
daughter was in the foreground
practising and I was demonstrating
and cuing in the background.

The
whole
experience
was
incredible: my once stroppy teen
who wouldn’t be seen “dead” doing
yoga with her mother was happily
transitioning from Cat/Cow to
Downward Facing Dog to Warrior
with ease and grace.
As the Guides festival was such a
success and online schooling and
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extra clubs such as Guides came to
an end in July, I wondered about the
seven weeks of summer that
stretched out ahead. No more
scheduled activity meant a lack of
structure
and
more
social
media...possibly a relapse. Leading
these classes for young people and
helping my daughter to cope with
mental health anxieties has made
me realise that mental health is
prevalent amongst everyone. As
with our physical health, some days
it may be better than other days.
And most importantly, there should
be no stigma attached to it. As a
parent, it’s not your fault or anyone
else's. Mental health exists in
everyone.
-----------------------------------------------**Taking a leap of faith, we can
inform you that Priya quickly set
about putting an idea that had been
lurking her head into action:
“Summer Adventures” an online
creative yoga-based course for
young people aged 13 to 19 came
into being. At the point of printing
this issue Priya had just finalised her
8 week online summer course. As
we at the BWY are very invested in
the topic and importance of mental
health and providing yoga to young
teenagers, we would like to provide
you with an update in our February
issue on how this course went. So
stay tuned for an update on this!**
For more information about Priya
and her summer course please
email: priyakariayoga@hotmail.com

“Studies have shown that the
numbers of young people reporting
feelings of depression and anxiety is
rising and there is a trend for these
conditions to increase in the
transition between childhood and
adolescence”. Yoga helped me and
my daughter overcome this trying
period: there may be more episodes
but now my understanding of mental
health will help make the journey
smoother.
As
yoga
teachers,
choosing how we interact with and
support our future generations is at
the core of our yogic beliefs: forging
relationships with trust and love.
For info and conversations around
mental health in young people:
https://www.mind.org.uk/informationsupport/for-children-and-youngpeople/
https://stem4.org.uk
https://youngminds.org.uk
For girls who want to explore their
potential, have fun and adventure:
https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/
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Exciting volunteer opportunity to
join the BWY South East committee
as the Surrey Rep

“Service in the BWY is a great
form of karma yoga and can be a
rewarding part of your yoga journey”.
If you are based in Surrey you may
be interested to know that we
currently have a vacancy for a
County rep. within the BWY SE.
With our current Rep stepping down
after service of over 10 years, we
are opening up the opportunity for
you to bring in new colour and
vibrancy to the county and our
committee.
The Surrey Rep role involves
planning and the running a varied
programme of events within the
County with tasks ranging from
booking a tutor, admin relating to the
event (web based), communicating
with our varied county memberships.
- The role also includes attending
where possible committee meetings
(twice a year) and an AGM.

attendees are being looked after,
someone who is Health & Safety
vigilant, can provide help with zoom,
and who (once we return back to
normal in class teaching J) can help
checking we have the right
tea/biscuits for the day!
Our Southeast Committee is an
inclusive group of hard working,
friendly and supportive volunteers,
consisting of long serving and new
committee members with a diverse
range of skills and expertise. We are
all there to help you and full training
and support will be provided by the
current Rep.
If you want to join our fantastic team,
you have good organisational and
communication skills, an open mind,
a sense of humour and can spare a
couple hours per month (nonteachers are most welcome to join
the committee) then please contact
Sarah Ann Hallett Regional Officer:
ro@bwysoutheast.org.uk

We are looking for someone who is
proactive in running an event, and
who is comfortable undertaking
tasks such as register keeping,
ensuring that the Tutor and
NamaStE – ‘Winter’ 2020
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First Aid course updates
Matthew Archer updates us on the changes MGM has gone
through to support yoga teachers with their qualification

Due

to COVID-19, some Yoga
Teachers have not been able to requalify in ‘Emergency First Aid at
Work’ to comply with the British
Wheel of Yoga (BWY) requirement
for their Teacher Membership and
the Health & Safety Executive (HSE)
Approved Code of Practice L74
(ACoPL74) for workplaces. MGM
training (one of our first advertisers)
has provided the BWY Southeast an
update on the recent changes first
aid courses have gone through in
order to help keep your qualification
up to date.
You might think “Yoga is not a
workplace”, but anywhere that a
person (e.g. Yoga Teacher) gains
reward (e.g. money, a box of
chocolates, etc.) is considered a
workplace. Because of this, the
BWY endeavoured to simplify and
paraphrase the HSE advice issued
at the beginning of the pandemic.
Unfortunately, this had been misunderstood by some as a way
forward of offering an online first aid
course, which then would count as a
three-year requalification. Sadly, this
is not the case. The BWY advice of
sitting an e-Learning course if the

holders qualification was ‘out-ofdate’ was to ensure Yoga Teachers
showed “due diligence” however
going forward this is no longer
applicable.
The ACoP L74 shows that the one
day ‘Emergency First Aid at Work’,
and the three-day ‘First Aid at Work’
courses may only include a
maximum of a third of the stipulated
course time as e-Learning.
During the pandemic, HSE agreed
that first aid courses would be
difficult to run safely. Therefore, it
had been agreed that any certificate
expiring after 16 March 2020 could
be extended for a maximum of three
months IF the holder could prove
they had tried to obtain requalification but couldn’t. As COVID19 continued, these 3 months were
further extended, and then again
finally extended until 30 September
2020 IF the holder could prove they
had tried to obtain re-qualification
but weren’t able to do so i.e. no local
run courses due to venues still being
closed.
The HSE have agreed that in
England, the first aid training
industry is confident that enough
course places are available for
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requalification training, so therefore
the final extension date provided on
th
your qualification is the 30 of
September. After this date your ‘out
of date’ qualification will no longer be
valid.
We know that unfortunately online
courses can never replace hands on
practice and as a Yoga Teacher, you
are probably well aware of this! First
Aid courses, although tried, can not
be taught via Zoom or via other
online platforms because expensive
resuscitation manikins would be
needed to be delivered to your
house and these would be hard to
ensure cleanliness when couriered
to students.
Going forward MGM Training Ltd are
pleased to announce that we are
able to run first aid courses again
with COVID-19 measures in place,
e.g. smaller class sizes, PPE,
copious enforced hand washing/
sanitiser use, 2m distancing for as
much of the course as possible. We
know measures change as the
science finds more information
regarding COVID-19, so measures
may differ over time. For the most up
to date information will be found on
our website: www.mgmtraining.co.uk

------------------------------------------

MGM Training is a Limited company
that started in 2003 and has grown
from a single employee based from
home, to an organisation providing
Teacher Trainings all over Europe,
including France, Croatia, Ireland,
Italy, Spain and of course, the UK.
MGM’s own personal all-time
favourite has to be the beautiful Yurt
Studio in Horsham in which a stag
came to watch on a CPR course.
Over the years MGM spent
considerable time researching Yoga,
Yoga Studios, Yoga governing
bodies and other places that Yoga is
taught, to find out how first aid
courses should be tailored to Yoga
Teachers and how the ‘Emergency
First Aid at Work’ could be adapted
so the course included more ‘Studio’
type
injuries
e.g.
muscular,
hypoglycaemia, heart attacks etc.
The course syllabus designed by
MGM, also includes looking at risk
assessments, RIDDOR, statutory
requirements etc. to provide health &
safety information.
The team of MGM are constantly
reviewing the syllabus based on
Teacher feedback, and welcomes
feedback.
We like to thank MGM for the update
and hope all First Aid providers
within the Southeast will be getting
their courses back up and running
as soon as they can. Details of all
First aid courses are available
further
in
the
newsletter.
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Departure, Destination, Direction
Charlie Cripps shares with us her feedback on recently
attended online workshop with Andy Curtis-Payne

Departure, Destination, Direction!
Having initially been disappointed
that this workshop given on
th
Saturday the 6 of June by Andy
Curtis-Payne would be delivered
online via Zoom instead of having an
in person class, I soon found myself
immersed in Andy’s workshop from
the comfort of a yoga mat on my
kitchen floor. Where in large group in
person workshops I sometimes feel
self-conscious (especially during
pranayama) now online, I surprised
myself by how engaged I was with
both the theoretical content and the
yoga practice.
Whilst none of us know how long
restrictions on group sessions will
continue for, the beauty of online
sessions is that we all have access
to more yoga teachers without any
geographical constraints.

• Departure: where am I starting
from? How do I feel?
• Destination: where am I going to?
• Direction: how can I best get
there?
Following the concept of Vinyasa
krama
expounded
by
TKV
Desikachar, (the teacher whose
teachings Andy follows) yoga can be
likened to steppingstones across a
river. For example, if we are working
towards dandasana in a class, we
should consider carefully the asana
that we will use as stepping stones
to reach that destination. This led us
to a pranayama session focused on
“directional breathing”, where we
focused on the breath moving down
the spine and then back up.

Andy’s morning session highlighted
the importance of having a goal in
mind in our yoga practice.
He
emphasised that, much like life itself,
yoga is a journey. As with all
journeys, thoughtful planning and
reflection are needed:
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After a pause for lunch and some
fresh air, the afternoon session
focused on how the tools of yoga
can help us to live well. The key
concept of this was a reflection on
Patanjali’s yamas and niyamas. In a
world where we are surrounded by a
surfeit of information, news and
sometimes
fake
news,
Andy
positioned yamas and niyamas as a
model for arriving at our destination.
With this in mind, the yamas and
niyamas can act as a safety net,
allowing us to give ourselves both
time and space for reflection and
self-awareness.
My key takeaway from the day was
that Andy described yoga as an
invaluable gift. Yoga can help us to
find peace within and to take care of
our bodies, in keeping with the
niyamas.
In the context of the
current pandemic, I left the session
feeling that the niyamas are more
needed now than in any other time
in human history.

Andy Curtis-Payne has been a yoga
teacher for twenty years. He was
appointed as a teacher trainer in
2006 by T.K.V. Desikachar and
has also undertaken further
specialist training in Yoga Therapy.
He continues to have regular study
with senior teachers in India at
the Krishnamacharya Yoga
Mandiram.

Andy lives and works in West
Sussex with his partner, yoga
teacher Helen Macpherson
(sussexyoga.org.uk). For further
information call: 07748052695 or
email: yogandy@hotmail.com

-----------------------------------------------
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Pranayama during a pandemic
Amanda Baker talks to us on her Covid period and following a
3-month Pranayama course provided through distance learning

This summer I fell in love with
pratiloma ujjayi. My wise teacher
previously commented wryly that it
was ideal for the ‘monkey mind’. And
I can tell you how right she was! But
let me take you back to March 2020
were it all began.
Like all of us, I went from normality
to lockdown in the blink of an eye,
and like many of you, I also found
this deeply unsettling. I wasn’t
someone who adapted well to this
unknown situation. Many months
before the pandemic I had signed up
for
a
face-to-face
six-month
pranayama course, which I was
longing to start, but of which I was
not sure now to follow due to Covid.
After discussing this with my teacher
Janet Bond, she agreed instead to
provide a three-month distancelearning course starting in April.
The
course
started
with
straightforward techniques, in which
I learned to work with my breath
rather than fight it. The daily diary of
evolving practice provided during the
course, gave me an ideal focus for
reflection during the turbulent

months that followed, developing my
understanding of how I approached
pranayama and the techniques that
were appropriate for me at that
moment.

The first month, I focused on basic
breath awareness, with the 3-part
breath, divided breath and ujjayi. I
had always struggled with ujjayi and,
as such, didn’t feel competent to
teach it to my students. Under
Janet’s careful tutelage, I learnt to
do less and to listen more.
Using anuloma and viloma ujjayi,
Janet identified that it was the ujjayi
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exhalation that posed the problem.
Tension in my throat precluded an
easy yet focused breath. I was
delighted to continue this practice for
a second month before working with
techniques such as surya behdana,
brahmari, sitkari, pratiloma ujjayii
and nadi shodhana.
Alongside the pranayama practices
Janet carefully wove in movement
aligned with sound in vinyasa such
as suraya namaskar in combination
with gayatri mantra. Over the
summer, my own practice has
inspired me to pass on techniques to
my students via online classes. It is
so exciting to hear the changes and
benefits they are experiencing.
Providing moments of peace,
however brief, with tangible tools to
appreciate at home.
I cannot thank Janet enough for her
support and kindness. If you have
concerns about distance training for
experiential learning, the joy of
receiving the monthly pack of
handouts and supporting literature,
alongside the supportive and wise
counsel from Janet, will completely
remove these. For those of you who
haven’t experienced her teaching, I
urge you to do so. Above all, if you
are fortunate enough to work with
her, enjoy this experience personally
and to share with your students
because it will be something you,
and they, will never forget.

Janet has been practicing yoga for
48 years and has successfully
delivered Diploma, Certificate and
Foundation courses.
‘Introduction to Pranayama’ will start
in April 2021 and runs for three
months. Designed to develop daily
practice and teaching skills, this
monthly Saturday morning course
delves into movement and sound
alongside
pranayama
and
meditation. For further information
contact
Janet
Bond
at:
samtosha4u@btinternet.com

*** The December IST day: ‘The
power of breath plus movement and
sound’ has been postponed. Please
contact Regional Reps for latest updates. ***

------------------------------------------------
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Diary 2020-2021
Date

Event
Tutor

Title

and

Venue
Postcode

and

Type

Organiser

** Please note that the below Diary is the diary as per date of print. Changes due to COVID19
might be on-going after print. Please contact you organizer ensure the event is happening**
At the time of sending this issue to the printers we had already converted some events to Zoom online
and rescheduled others to later dates in the year, for which places are available. All events are shown
in the diary below but if booking please check the website for the current situation and if booked please
check with the organiser. Online events are titled as such for clarity.

OCTOBER
4 Sunday

Yoga therapy
Nikki Jackson

ONLINE

IST
20/003

Sarah Hallet

General

Sarah Hallett

IST
20/013

Rachel Claridge

ONLINE

IST/ 20/020

Jan Palmer

The Effect of the
Golden Years Upon
the Body
Gary Carter

ONLINE

IST
20/014

Sabine Smith

NOVEMBER
14 Saturday

You and Your Gut
Elena Voyce

ONLINE

General

Sabine Smith

NOVEMBER
21 Saturday

A Fresh Look at
Asana
Zoe Knott

ONLINE

IST
20/015

Rachel Claridge

NOVEMBER
22 Sunday

Working with Chakras
Tarik Dervish

ONLINE

IST
20/016

Sarah Hallett

**FULL**
OCTOBER
17 Saturday

Hypermobility–
finding the middle
way
Susanne Lahusen

OCTOBER
24 Saturday

Shoulders – Normal
Function &
Dysfunction
Frances Lumley

OCTOBER
31 Saturday

The Anatomy of the
Breath

ONLINE

Cancelled

Gary Carter
NOVEMBER
1 Sunday

**FULL**
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DECEMBER
Saturday 05

The Love of Yin
Zoe Brown

ONLINE

DECEMBER
Sunday 06

The Power of Breath
Plus Movement and
Sound Janet Bond

General

Sarah Hallett

IST
20/015

Rachel Claridge

Cancelled

JANUARY ‘21
16 Saturday

Journey to
Virabhadrasana
Hugh Grainger and
Zoe Knott

ONLINE

General

Sabine Smith

JANUARY ‘21
30 Saturday

Patience, Perception
and Practice
Peter Blackaby

ONLINE

General

Rachel Claridge

FEBRUARY ‘21
7 Sunday

Elements of
Backbends
Rebecca Papa Adams

ONLINE

Masterclass

Sarah Hallett

MARCH ‘21
14 Sunday

Yoga and the Brain
Lina Newstead

ONLINE

IST/ 21/001

Jan Palmer

MARCH ‘21
28 Sunday

Followed by an
uplifiting workshop
with….
Zoe Knott

AGM

Sarah Hallett

Surrender, Rest, Connect:
One of our Southeast BWY teachers Jilly Vainer is also a talented artist! For the recent
Spectrum Autumn edition (page 38) she provided an image of one of her sculptures
reflecting the onset of Autumn, a dormouse preparing for hibernation. For our Newsletter
Jilly has shared an image of one of her figurative forms, of which Jilly says she was greatly
inspired by her physical work as a Yoga teacher; The beauty of the form in restful pose, in
this moment of connection to oneself.

For more of her beautiful work, please have a look at her site: http://www.jillyvainer.co.uk
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Yoga Therapy: Nikki Jackson
th

Sun, Oct 4 10am-3:45pm

FULL
BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online

Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
It’s likely that we all know someone with chronic physical and/or mental health conditions. This
day offers helpful yoga advice and tips.
With Nikki, we learn the basic principles of safe yoga practices for people suffering from a
range of chronic health conditions, taking a ‘no one cure fits all’ approach. Nikki will create a
teach gently, healing and self-compassionate Pawanmuktasana, asana, offer a variety of
relaxations, mindful flow movements and breathing practises appropriate for different chronic
health conditions.
Nikki has been teaching yoga therapy for 26 years. She has worked in many different mental
health departments for the NHS. Nikki is also a ‘mindfulness for stress’ tutor (at the breath
works- UK Networks of Mindfulness) and is currently running the Yoga Therapy Foundation
module for the BWY.

Hypermobility – finding the middle way: Susanne Lahusen
Sat, Oct 17th: 10am-3:45pm
GEN
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Online
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
Today’s culture tends to see yoga largely as a tool to make us more flexible, and classes often
attract people who possess greater than average flexibility. Recent research on fascia and
stretching is challenging traditional ideas of what is healthy and what leads to ease of
movement. Hypermobility might look like an advantage for yoga, but it needs to be addressed
with knowledge and awareness so it does not lead to pain and injury. This workshop looks at
what hypermobility is and how it affects body and mind, how to recognise it and how to work
with it. You might be hypermobile yourself or you simply want to learn more about this
condition to guide your students.
Susanne holds a Yoga campus level 2 teaching qualification accredited by the British Wheel
of Yoga. She also has a BEd in Movement Studies and Sports Science, an MA in Dance, and
certification in Pilates, gyrotonic, gyrokinesis and the Alexander Technique.

The Anatomy of the Breath: Gary Carter
Sat, Oct 31st: 10am-3:45pm

IST 20/020

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Jan Palmer

This is an opportunity to spend a day exploring the anatomy of the breath, and the respiratory
network in greater detail. We will look at the mechanics, structure and function of the breath
in relation to the whole body; explore the diaphragm and its far-reaching connections as well
as the relationship between breathing and movement, giving you a better understanding of
the physiological effects of the respiratory system. As well as a deep understanding of how
the breath relates to the musculature and how to develop a greater subtlety and expertise
with the breath.
Gary Carter is at the forefront of fascial research, and lectures in the UK, Europe and the USA.
He has over 30 years of experience in movement, physical training, anatomical study and
bodywork practices. He is committed to teach ease of movement and efficient body use.
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Understanding the Impact of the
Gary Carter
Sun, Nov 1st: 10am-3:45pm
Online

FULL

IST 20/014

Upon the Body:

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Organiser: Sabine Smith

This workshop looks at the impact of ageing on the body: the changes in the physiology of
joints, muscles and connective tissues within our body as we age. Gary will explain how these
changes affect movement and flexibility and will offer strategies for students to enable them to
continue or take up new ventures, so as we live longer, we live life fully. The day is mainly
lecture orientated.
Gary Carter is at the forefront of fascial research, and lectures in the UK, Europe and the
USA. He has over 30 years of experience in movement, physical training, anatomical study
and bodywork practices. He is committed to teach ease of movement and efficient body use.

You and Your Gut: Elena Voyce
Sat, Nov 14th: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online

Organiser: Sabine Smith
Did you know that 80% of the health of your immune system depends on the health of your
gut? Join this informative, inspiring and empowering workshop which includes takeaway tips
not only to understand how to support your digestive system but also to heal and/or prevent
conditions developing. We will look at the link between the gut and depression, emotions and
how to bring inner balance. Understanding the gut’s health is the key to real wellness and inner
happiness.
Elena Voyce is a renowned Yoga Teacher of over 20 year’s practice, is a regular presenter
at the OHM Yoga Show, has worked with the NHS IYAT and taught at Congress. She is
passionate about this topic having spent years perfecting a variety of techniques to improve
the lives of her students affected by digestive dis-ease.

A Fresh Look at Asana: Zoe Knott
Sat, Nov 21st: 10am-3:45pm
Online

IST 20/015

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Organiser: Jan Palmer

The aim of this IST day is to bring a fresh approach to everyday Asana in General Yoga
Classes. During the workshop we will consider areas that need to be strong and those that
need to be flexible and incorporate appropriate preparation techniques to help achieve this. A
day of activity, discussion and humour- perfect for providing new ideas for Teachers and for
developing your own practice.
Zoe is a very experienced Teacher with over 30 years of practice in many different traditions.
She is also a DCT and the DCT Training Officer for the BWY so has a keen interest in methods
of teaching. Her fundamental approach is to develop strength through the practices and she
has developed a great understanding of the anatomy and physiology of the body to support
this.
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Working with Chakras: Tarik Dervish
Sun, Nov 22nd: 10am-3:45pm

IST 20/016

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Sarah Hallett

What and where are the Chakras? This workshop will familiarise students with the locations of
Chakras, their associated colours, and the tantric energy body that Chakras are part of. Tarik
will offer both a modern psychological and Ayurvedic perspective on the Chakras. It will include
an Asana sequence that links particular groups of Asana with specific Chakras, as well as a
chakra meditation.
Tarik has been teaching Yoga for 20 years and Ayurveda for 10 years. He runs Foundation
Courses, Teacher Training Courses and a BWY Module in Ayurveda. He specialises in
building bridges between the two practices to help improve health and wellbeing, and to create
the foundations for a deeper relationship with the Self.

The Love of Yin: Zoe Knott
Sat, Dec 5th: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Sarah Hallett

Slowing down is something we are aware we all need to do more and more in this day and
age. The day is designed to inspire and open doors into your yin practise to help you slow
down and observe your mind and body. During the day we will explore the set sequence of
Thai Yin Yoga and practise Yin poses looking at how using props enriches the experience and
how our meridian lines are opened during the practise. It will encourage an introspective and
meditative approach and offer up the opportunity to really get into your Yin yoga practise. This
day is suitable for all levels.
Zoe took up yoga in her late 30s to alleviate sciatica from her second pregnancy. Zoe has
been influenced by Iyengar and Hatha yoga and is also inspired by Yin. Zoe holds a BWY
500 diploma, is a qualified pregnancy yoga teacher and has taken additional yin training with
Norman Blair.

Journey to Virabhadrasana: Hugh Grainger and Zoe Knott
Sat, Jan 21st: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Sabine Smith

An enjoyable day of yoga building strength and flexibility in all areas with stages for everyone.
In the morning, we will enjoy an all-round practice with a focus on leg strengthening/stretching,
back strengthening, shoulder stretching. After lunch, we will take a staged approach to this
posture, calling on our warrior energy. Do remember to have blocks and a yoga belt nearby
when you set out your yoga space.
Zoe is a Diploma Course Tutor and Hugh a BWY Teacher and both have over 30 years of
yoga experience apiece with an eclectic range of teachers from a variety of traditions. Their
fundamental approach is to build strength as the cornerstone of practice. Asana are broken
down and analysed so you understand the areas that need to be strong and flexible. Many
BWY members will have worked with this lively couple and will be familiar with their clear,
detailed, precise and accessible style of teaching, which is always stimulating, original and
open-hearted.
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Patience, Practise and Perception: Peter Blackaby
Sat, Jan 30th: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Rachel Claridge

How we are in the world is the result of a lifetime of practice. How life has unfolded for us will
determine how we responded, often unconsciously, to those events. Our responses become
the organisational maps of emotion and movement that is recognisably us. When in our life
these maps no longer serve us so well it is helpful to re-investigate them. This workshop will
explore how to investigate our own habitual responses to life through the practice of yoga
asana, slowly noticing what the unconscious processes are that we bring to our practice.
A student of over 30 years and teaching for 22, Pete originally taught Iyengar Yoga. Studies
in Osteopathy and meeting other yoga teachers changed his direction, to pursue a more biomechanically friendly approach to asana. He currently teaches a broader ‘humanistic
perspective’ to make yoga more accessible to the western mind by grounding the physical,
physiological and psychological effects of practice in a rational context.

Elements of Backbends: Rebecca Papa Adams
Sun, Feb 7th: 10am-3:45pm

Masterclass

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Sarah Hallett

Have you ever questioned, "How do I do that?” or thought perhaps, "I will never do that?” We
will break down the elements of backbends into individual parts, build strength and flexibility to
help you learn and refine your backbends reaping the rewards of your endeavours. All levels
are welcome to explore their range of movement in a safe environment and along the way join
in the fun with Rebecca’s accessible style of teaching.
Rebecca is a cancer survivor and has been practising yoga for over 20 years and teaching
since 2011. She has developed her skills and knowledge through BWY training under Zoe
Knott and Bob Insley. Having spent many years studying and practising different styles of
yoga, she found her passion for teaching Hatha Yoga with the influence of Iyengar. She is a
yogi who very much appreciates the value of alignment, and asana is formed from strength
and flexibility and working on all the key components which make up a pose. She likes to
break a posture down; deconstruct and understand why she can’t do it and work towards
making it better. "I am constantly learning through my students and experiences.

Yoga and the Brain: Lina Newstead
Sun, March 14th: 10am-3:45pm

IST/ 21/001

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Online
Organiser: Jan Palmer

Recent neuroscientific findings have identified the brain/body/mind connection and its
importance in our general wellbeing, something that yoga has recognised since Patanjali.
Current research has shown that yoga practices can keep the brain and body in tune,
functioning to the optimum. Yoga teachers are in the perfect place to share these practices
with their students. This day will give teachers and serious students an opportunity to learn
about how specific yoga practices affect areas of the brain, to experience beneficial practices
such as cross crawling, inversions, kapalabhati, chanting and meditation plus group work
focussed on integrating these into lesson plans effectively, sharing best practice and ideas.
Lina believes that yoga can be practised from the cradle and well into old age with
appropriate adaptation. Her yoga teaching style is inclusive and therapeutic, emphasising
breath, relaxation and meditation. She trained teachers but also continued her studies further,
qualifying in Buddhist Meditation, Mindfulness, Yoga for Healthy Backs & Gentle Years Yoga.
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AGM followed by an uplifting workshop with Zoe Knott
Sun, March 28th: 10.45am-3:45pm
The AGM runs from 10.00-10.45 is free to BWY Southeast Members-Followed by Wonder
Woman Zoe makes you feel good.
The Workshop will be held Online
Organiser: Sarah Hallett

BWY SOUTHEAST REGION AGM
28th March 2021
St John’s Village Memorial Hall
Woking, Surrey
Our regional AGM and yoga day will be held in March in Surrey in 2021.
The AGM will start at 10.00 am and finish at 10.45 am. All members are
welcome to attend this AGM and the Agenda and Annual Report will be
available on the website. Committee members for the region will have been
proposed and will be elected and confirmed in post at this meeting.
The AGM will be followed by a fabulous day of yoga with our wonder
woman teacher Zoe Knott. A stimulating physical practice with stages
suitable for all, to deepen and inspire your practice is promised. This will be
delivered with an open heart, fun and good humour!
This treat of a day should leave you recharged, energised and motivated.
Zoe Knott is a popular teacher with over 30 years of yoga practice with
many different teachers from a variety of traditions. This has resulted in an
eclectic style of teaching, influenced by all those she has worked with. Her
fundamental approach is to build strength as the cornerstone of practice
and from there all poses become possible. Asana are analysed and Zoe
looks at the muscles that need to be strong or flexible and works in detail to
gradually build up the components of a pose.
This should be an exciting day and is open to all members, however places
need to be pre booked at a minimal cost of £10. Please note however that
attendance at the AGM meeting only is free.
Please be informed that for our South East Committee the following members
are willing to stand for their posts for another year (more info page 24):
Regional Training Officer -Jan Palmer
Regional Treasurer -Julie Dinnage
Kent Rep- Jan Palmer
Sussex Rep- Rachel Claridge
Regional Officer- open position Surrey Rep- open position -
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Southeast Regional Officer Vacancy
“Yoga provides us with an opportunity to connect with ourselves,
connect with others, and also connect to our Earth by enabling us to
think and act with more kindness, love, compassion, empathy,
respect, honour, and dedication to a peaceful way of being with all
human beings and living beings, including our environment.”
If you have strong relationship skills, are a good communicator, and have been a
BWY member for 2 years then consider joining the Southeast Committee as the
next Regional Officer.
The Regional Officer is responsible for managing the Region, being a point of
contact for regional members. As the Regional Officer you will be working with the
Regional Training Officer and Event Organisers in providing the regional
members a full and diverse programme of events.
In this role you will also be:
- Liaising with the Regional Treasure to ensure financial viability of events and
financial stability,
- Supporting the Regional Editor, implementing any decisions made by the
National Executive Committee (NEC)
- Representing the region’s membership at the Regional Officers’ Committee
(ROC), which is usually held four, times a year in a meeting or via zoom
The Regional Officer, known as the RO, is supported by the Southeast
committee; an inclusive group of hard working, friendly and supportive volunteers,
consisting of long serving and new committee members with a diverse range of
skills and expertise.

So if you can spare a couple hours per month and would like further information
on this rewarding voluntary role, then please contact Sarah Ann Hallett, current
Ro at ro@bwysoutheast.org.uk who is leaving the post due to relocation
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BWY SOUTH EAST REGION - MARCH 2021
REGIONAL COMMITTEE VOTING FORM
For the
Election of Officers to the Regional Committee
Election of the SE Region Officers takes place annually. Nominations are invited for the
posts of Regional Officer (RO); Regional Treasurer (RT) and Regional Training Officer
(RTO). The election of a County Representative (CR) from each county (Kent, Surrey,
Sussex) will also take place and nominations are also invited for these posts.
Please send or e-mail a short paragraph about yourself in support of your nomination.
Please note this information will be published in the regional newsletter and on the BWY
Southeast Webpage, Facebook, and in a Mail Chimp to the regional members.
Nominations are open to all current members of the BWY SE Region.
I wish to nominate the following for the office of ................................................................
Name of Nominee ..............................
Name of Proposer ...............................
Name of Seconder ..............................

BWY Membership Number ...................
BWY Membership Number ..................
BWY Membership Number ..................

I confirm that I am eligible and willing to stand for this office
Signature of Nominee:
......................................................................................................
Signature of Proposer:
......................................................................................................
Signature of Seconder:
......................................................................................................

This nomination form should be completed and returned to the Regional Secretary, Gillien
th
Carter, 7 Church Close, Brookwood, Surrey GU24 0AB not later than the 4 January
2021
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Looking for a
winter read?
Find here our review for John
Stirk’s “Deeper Still; Authentic
embodiment for Yoga
Teachers”.
Deeper Still is the next stage of an
ongoing process and a consequence of
further inquiry into the yoga experience
from John Stirk -AmazonDeeper Still enables teachers to take
their students to a deeper dimension. It
brings out the essence of yoga in
students as a consequence of a deeper
creativity - Waterstones-

Following on from The Original
Body this book invites an even
deeper immersion into the reality of
practice and the totality of personal
experience in accessing the power
of our inner teacher. As the theme of
this book unfolds the reader is
invited
towards
a
sensory
understanding leading to profound
insight. Teachers using this book will
be able to share with their students
the clarity, mental space and basic
wisdom that emerges as a result of
their
awakening
physiology.

We may frequently acknowledge
that we are there with the group.
Experience may tell us that ‘thereness’ is not fixed, that it is based on
an unknown element upon which all
creativity
is
founded. Deeper
Still goes beyond current experience
and invites teachers to write their
own story, develop their own script,
ride the uncatchable wave that might
be called yoga, and open up
creativity to the next level.
--------------------------------------------Paperback 978-1-912085-71-2 196
pages Illustrated in full colour Pub
date: January 2021 est £29.95.
Buy it at
www.handspringpublishing.com/prod
uct/deeper-still
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Addressing BLM and Cultural
appropriation within Yoga.
Over the last few months the world has been shaken up in many ways and has the murder
of George Floyd brought ‘Black Lives Matter’ and cultural appropriation to the top of our
agendas. It is a confusing and often difficult world we live in. And in a world were we
should all live side by side as equals we still see a lack of understanding for each other’s
worlds, past and futures.
As the BWY Southeast is very invested in both topics and is passionate on keeping the
topics on the table we would like to provide you here with a number of links for you to
increase your knowledge on both topics. Please note that we are not here to tell anyone
what is appropriate or not, or what is the right way.
We are here to inform you and would like to provide awareness around the topics and the
thoughts around cultural appropriation and Black lives matter as, unfortunately, also in our
part of the world there is still room for change due to unconscious bias. We invite you to
read up on the topic around Black lives matter to become an ally and help clearing up
barriers around this subject to ensure our colleagues, friends, acquaintances feel like they
belong. We might not always get it right, as unlearning stereotypes and recognizing your
own biases takes time, effort and courage. And it’s ok to make mistakes, as we have to
peel back the layers of time. But be open minded, start to have that conversation with the
people around you, apologize when needed, and be open to continued feedback so we
ALL can learn together.
Please find here some fantastic reads on gaining an external perspective on Black lives
Matter and challenging your own thinking patterns (please do be aware that this can be
very confronting and challenge our samskaras).
BLM Reads:
Black and British: A forgotten History
-By David Olusoga
Me and white supremacy: How to recognise your privilege, combat Racism and
change the world
-By Layla F Saad.
-yogainternational.com: How to Build and Sustain More Diverse Yoga Spaces
– By Jesal Parikh and Tejal Patel
Cultural appropriation:
- sutrajournal: a hippie in Bhairava’s clothing: The dangers of cultural appropriation
– By Christopher Wallis
- yogajournal.com: What is the difference between Cultural appropriation and
Cultural appreciation?
– By Rhina Deshpande
- everydayfeminism.com: 8 signs your yoga practise is culturally appropriated and
why it matters
– By Maisha Z. Johnson
- youtube: Ask me anything Satsang -18 june
Christopher Wallis (start around min 33)
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Emergency First Aid at Work Course

Vanessa Carter is a registered nurse and First Aid trainer who provides
Specialised first aid training for yoga teachers and students. The training offers
to build your confidence and skills by focussing on types of emergencies that
you may come across in the yoga classroom (including CPR & defibrillation).
-

Certification valid for 3 years- (recognised in all workplaces that
employ less than 50 people and suitable for all self-employed people)
- Small groups – maximum of 12 students

-

‘We offer bespoke training for Yoga Centres, Groups and Companies
across the South East of England’.

‘Check our Website for Testimonials’

** These are independent courses and therefore the BWY can not be held
responsible for the content of the first aid training course and it’s T&C’s**
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NEWHAVEN – EAST SUSSEX
BRITISH WHEEL OF YOGA FOUNDATION COURSE (1)
Starting: Sunday 18 October 2020
DESIGNED FOR THOSE ATTENDING YOGA CLASSES & DESIRE TO KNOW MORE
Senior Diploma Course Tutor invites applications from a maximum of 8 participants
(to ensure individual support and attention)
Especially those who wish to study deeper & learn more about Yoga, via self-development,
(or) plan to apply for a place on a B.W.Y. Teacher Training Course.
This is a Student Centred, Student Led Interactive Course, meeting in a purpose built fully
equipped
Yoga Studio in Newhaven situated on the South Coast Road between Brighton/Eastbourne.
10 Sunday meetings – (9.30 to 4.30 pm)
18/10, 15/11, 13/12, 24/1, 21/2, 21/3, 18/4, 16/5, 13 & 27 June
(Course Fees: £660 payable via 3 instalments)
We enjoy shared Alfresco Style Buffet Lunches in our Beautiful Terraced Garden,
(weather permitting), with views over Newhaven Marina, the River, & Historical Fort.
Contact: Janet Bond – 01273 512 306
samtosha4u@btinternet.com

www.samtosha4u.com

NEW TSYP BLENDED FOUNDATION COURSE TO
DEVELOP AND DEEPEN YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF YOGA
OR PREPARATION FOR TEACHER TRAINING
Starting in March 2021 in Epsom, Surrey, the New TSYP Blended Learning Foundation Course
will be delivered using a mix of face-to-face and online sessions. This approach offers a more
accessible learning platform, as well as keeping course costs down.
The course will explore the rich and influential tradition of Professor T Krishnamacharya and his
son, TKV Desikachar which TSYP upholds and protects. Our unique approach integrates
practical teachings about āsana, prānāyāma, use of sound and meditative techniques with the
teachings of Patañjali’s Yoga Sūtra-s and other texts. We emphasise the importance of adapting
Yoga to the individual and always working with the breath for optimal health of the system.
Limited student numbers to ensure individual support and attention, the course is suitable for
students with at least two years' Yoga experience.
Dates: The course will run from 14 March 2021 until 27 February 2022. There will be 6 full day
face-to-face sessions, (Sundays), 5 online morning sessions (Sundays) and 10 shorter online
evening sessions (Wednesdays). The course itself will be preceded by an introductory online
session on Sunday 10 January 2021 from 10.00 am – 12.00 pm (Cost: £20.00)
For more information and to book please contact Jatinder Wilson – hello@jatinderyoga.com
Tel: 07766 503178 or contact: yogamichelle@ymail.com
WWW.TSYP.YOGA
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THE BRITISH WHEEL OF YOGA FOUNDATION COURSE
LEVEL 1

This foundation course is suitable for students with 2 years yoga
experience who wish to develop their personal practice and widen their
experience and understanding of the yoga philosophy.
It is an ideal preparation for those who wish to train as BWY Teachers
in the future.
The foundation course offers so much more than just learning, it is a
fun supportive group of like-minded people, sharing ideas and practices
in a beautiful relaxed environment.
You will be welcomed into the Yoga Cabin, a personal private newly built
garden studio hidden amongst the trees at the bottom of my garden in
West Wickham BR4 0PW. There is free parking and it is close to the
station.
This course will run over 10 monthly meetings beginning on the 3rd of
January 2021 9.30am-4.30pm

7/02,7/03,4/04,16/05,06/06,4/07,5/09,10/10,7/11. (No sessions in August 2021)
To register your interest
Please email or call me for more information
katybroomfield@yahoo.co.uk

mob: 0785 4761124
katyb-yoga.co.uk
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BWYQ LEVEL 4 DIPLOMA IN TEACHING YOGA
In North Kent with Belinda Emberson
Starting April 2021 in Gravesend Kent.
The BWYQ Diploma in Teaching Yoga will enable you to teach a wide capacity of students of all
abilities safely, and professionally. It provides all the necessary skills to facilitate the teaching of
yoga, including anatomy & physiology, asana, pranayama, relaxation, meditation and the
underlying principles and philosophy of yoga.
It Ofqual regulation level 4 qualification encompassing 500 hours of tuition and home study, British
Wheel of Yoga membership and full teaching insurance.
The course will run for 36 months, meeting one Saturday a month. Introductory days will be held
January and February 2021.
For further information
Please contact Belinda on 01474 331615 / 07487696339
email: belindaemberson@gmail.com or visit www.yogaingravesend.co.uk to download an
application form
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